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§1. Introduction

The problem how a Hausdorff measure of a product set AxB is related
to Hausdorff measures of A and B is not completely solved. This problem
was first investigated by F. Hausdorff himself Q3] and later by A. S. Besico-
vitch and P. A. P. Moran [1], J. M. Marstrand \ΊΓ\ and others. Their works
and investigations of similar problem for capacity (e.g. [6], [7]) show that
evaluation of Hausdorff measures of generalized Cantor sets supplies many
clues to this problem.

In this paper we first evaluate the α-Hausdorff measure of generalized
Cantor sets in the Euclidean space Rn. As a concequence we see the existence
of a compact set in Rn which has infinite α-Hausdorff measure but zero in-
capacity (0<a<n). Next we estimate Hausdorff measures of product sets
of one-dimensional generalized Cantor sets and then give examples which
show that in case the α-Hausdorff measure of £Ί is infinite and the ^-Haus-
dorff measure of E2 is zero, the (a + β)-Hausdorff measure of Ex x E2 may either
be zero, positive finite or infinite. Also these examples answer M. Ohtsuka's
question in [_7J (p. 114) in the negative.

The author wishes to express his deepest gratitude to Professor M.
Ohtsuka for his suggesting the problem and his valuable comments.

§2. Definitions and Notation

Let R\n ;> 1) be the ^-dimensional Euclidean space with points x = (xu

x2, , χn)> By an ^-dimensional open cube (closed cube resp.) in Rn, we mean
the set of points x = (xu x2, • , χn) satisfying the inequalities:

ai<Xi<ai+d (di<,Xj<lai+d r e s p . ) f o r ί = l, 2 , ••, n,

where α, (ί = l, 2, ..., n) are any numbers and c?>0. We call d the length of
the side, or simply the side, of the open (or closed) cube.

Let SI be the family of non empty open sets in Rn which is determined
by the following properties:

(i) any ^-dimensional open cube belongs to ST.,
(ii) if α>i and ω2 belong to SI, then so does ωι\jω2,
(iii) if ω is an element of SI, then there exists a finite number of n-
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N

dimensional open cubes /„ (v = l, 2, •-, TV) such that ω = \JI
v
.

v = l

Let h(r) be a continuous increasing function defined for r ;> 0 such that
Λ(0)=0. Let E be an arbitrary set in Rn and p be any positive number. We
put Λ{

h

p)(E)=mt{Σh(d»)}, where the infimum is taken over all coverings of
E by at most a countable number of ^-dimensional open cubes Iv with the
side dv<LQ. Since Λ{

h

p\E) increases as p decreases, the limit

exists. As is easily seen, Ah(E) is a Caratheodory's outer measure. Hence
any Borel set is measurable with respect to Λh. For a measurable set E we
call Ah(E) the Λ-Hausdorff measure of E.

If h{r)—ra (α>0), then we use the notation Aa instead of Ah and call it
the α-Hausdorff measure.

Let β be a positive (Radon) measure in Rn with support Sμ and a be a
positive number such that 0<a<n. The α-capacity Ca(F) of a compact set
F is defined by

= {inf

where the infimum is taken over the class of all positive measures β with
unit mass and 5^ C F.

We shall define an 72,-dimensional generalized Cantor set. Let I be a posi-
tive number, q0 be a positive integer, {kq}~=1 be a sequence of integers and
{λq}~=qo be a sequence of positive numbers. Suppose a system [Z, {kq}~=u

{λq}^q J satisfies the following condition (*):

(*): kq>l ( ? ^ 1 ) , A ί +i^ ί +i<^ f f (q^qo) and kιk2 ' kqQλqQ<l.

Let / be a one-dimensional closed interval with the length Z.
In the first step, we remove from I (kιk2 ' kqQ — l) open intevals each of

the same length so that k1k2 'kqo closed intervals I\qo) (£ = 1, 2, ••, kιk2--kqQ)

each of length λQΰ remain. Set E(Qo)= λ\J Q* I\q°\ Next in the second step,
ί = 1

we remove from each Γi

Qo)(kqQ+1 — 1) open intervals each of the same length so
that kQo+ι closed intervals I\q,γι) ( / = 1 , 2, ..., kQo+1) each of length λQo+1 remain.

Q Q

) = \J \J /^ +1).
W e c o n t i n u e t h i s p r o c e s s a n d o b t a i n t h e s e t s E(q\ q = q0, qo + 1, •••. W e

oo

define Ea)= f\Eiq\ Note that E(1) is a compact set in R1. It is called the
one-dimensional generalized Cantor set constructed by the system [Z, {£β}~=i,
WJί=βoII W e c a l 1 t h e P r°duct set E(n) = E(1)xE(1)x ••• xJF^ of τι (n^>2) one-
dimensional generalized Cantor set E(1) the 7i-dimensional symmetric gene-
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ralized Cantor set constructed by the system [Z, {kq}~=1, {Aβ}*=βJ. Evidently

E(n) is a compact set in Rn. We can see t h a t E(n) = f\EωxE(q)x ••• xEω,

where E(q) x E(q) x x j? ( ί ) is a product set in Rn and consists of (&i&2 kq)
n n-

dimensional closed cubes wi th the side λq. We call E(q) x ••• xE{Q) t h e gth
approximation of E(n) (n Ξ> 1).

§3. Main theorem

LEMMA 1. (P. A. P. Moran [_5J) Let F be a compact set in Rn and let SI be
the family defined in §2. Assume that there exists a set function Φ on% satis-
fying the following conditions:

(1) Φ(ω) ;> 0 for every set ω e 3ί,

(2) ifω=\Jcύi, a>i€3l(i = l , 2, ..., TV), ίfeera Φ(ω)<; Σ Φ(β)t ),
ί = 1 ί = 1

(3) if ω €% contains F, then Φ(o))]>b, where b is some positive constant,
(4) there exist positive constants a and d0 such that if I is any n-dimen-

sional open cube with the side d<,d0, then Φ(I)<,ah(d).
Then Ah(F)^b/a.

LEMMA 2. (M. Ohtsuka [_&J) Let a be a positive number such that 0<a<n
and let E{n) be the one-dimensional generalized Cantor set (n = l) or the n-dimen-
sional symmetric generalized Cantor set (n~^>2) constructed by the system
Lh {kq}^=u {λq}^=qo~] which satisfies condition (*).

Then Cα(£ ( n ))=0 if and only if Σ (k1k2 -kq)-nλ-a = oo.

Using Lemma 1 we shall prove the following theorem.

THEOREM. Let E(n) be the one-dimensional generalized Cantor set (n = l)
or the n-dimensional symmetric generalized Cantor set (n^>2) constructed by
the system [7, {kq}^=u {^q}^=qoJ which satisfies condition (*). We assume
kq ^ M i (q = 1, 2, •) (Mi: a constant). Then

(a) Λh(E(n))=0 if and only if lim(kik2- • kq)
nh(λq) = 0,

9^00"

(b) 0<Λh(Ein))<oo if and only if 0<\im.(kίk2---kq)
nh(λq)<oo,

q-^oo

(c) Λh(E(n))= oo if and only if \im(kιk2 kq)
nh(λq)= oo,

PROOF. If all the αif"-parts are proved, then all the "only if'-parts are
immediately derived. Hence we shall prove the uif"-parts.

From the definition of the Hausdorff measure we can see that lim(&iA2---
~q^o~

kq)
nh(λq)=O (<oo resp.) implies Λh(Ew) = 0 «oo resp.). Therefore we shall

prove that lim(kιk2-• kq)
nh(λq)>0 ( = oo resp.) implies Λh(E(n))>0 (=c>o resp.).
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We put \im(kιk2-• -kq)
nh(λq)=A>0. Let B be an arbitrary positive num-

ber such that 0<B<A. Then there exists qx Q>qo) such that (kιk2 - kq)
nh(λq)

>B for q^qi. We choose a sequence {λ'q}~=qi such that (k1k2. kq)
nh(λ/

q) = B.
Evidently 0<λq<λq and kn

q+ιh(λf

q+ι)=h(λf

q) for ? ^ ? 1 .
We show that limiVβ(α))A(^p exists for every 0 e 21, where Nq(ω) is the

number of ^-dimensional closed cubes in the qth approximation of E(n) which
meet ω. By the construction of 2?(w), we see that

[{)^Nq{ω)kl+ιKλf

q+ι) = Nq{ω)h{λf

q) for q^qi.

Thus Nq(ω)h(λq) decreases as q increases. Now we define a set function Φ on 21
by Φ(ώ)= UmNq(ω)h(λq). Take E(n) as F in Lemma 1. We shall show that Φ

satisfies conditions (l)-(4) in Lemma 1.
It is easy to see that Φ satisfies (1), (2) and (3) with b = B. We set a =

(2Mι)n and do = λQl. Let / be any open cube with the side d<^d0. Then there
is a uniquely determined positive integer q(^>qi) such that λq+ι<d<,λq.
Since E(n) is symmetric, we have Nq(I)<,2n, so that Nq+1(I)<^kn

q+1Nq(I)<,
(2kq+1)

n^(2M1)
n = a. Hence Φ{I)^Nq+ι{I)KK+ι)^aKK+ύ^cih{d\ There-

fore Φ satisfies condition (4) in Lemma 1.
By Lemma 1, we obtain ΛΛ(2?(W)) Ξ> i?/α, where a is independent of the

choice of B. Since B is an arbitrary number such that 0<B<A, we have

Λh(E(n))'^>A/a=—\\mikιk2 ''kq)
nh{λq). By this inequality, we see that lim

(kιk2- kq)
nh(λq)>0 ( = 00 resp.) implies Λh(E(n))>0 (=00 resp.).

REMARK 1. We can easily see that Aa(E(n))=0 (0<Λa(E(n))<oo, Λa{E^ny)
= 00 resp.) is equivalents Λaln(E(1))=0(0<Λaln(E(ι))<oo, Λaίn(E{1))=°o resp.).
In the case of capacity, however, the analogous relations are not always true.
For instance, when ra^>2 and 0<α<ra, we put Z = l, kq = 2 (q = l, 2, ...) and
λq = (q22~nq)lla for q*Ξ>q0, where q0 is a positive integer such that 2λq+ϊ<λq

for q^iqo and 29oλqo<l. Let J^i) be the one-dimensional generalized Cantor
set constructed by the system [Z, {kq}^=u {Aβ}*=ί J and let E(n) = Ea) x ••• x2?(i),
i.e., an ^-dimensional symmetric generalized Cantor set. Then by Lemma 2,
we can see that Cα(JE'(n))>0 but Caln(E(1))=O.

REMARK 2. Let a be a positive number and q0 be a positive integer > 1 .
We assume that a system [7, {kq}^=u {ΛJί=iH satisfies condition (*) and kq<^
Mi < 00 (Mi: a constant). Let E(n) (E[n) resp.) be the one-dimensional general-
ized Cantor set (n = l) or the zi-dimensional symmetric generalized Cantor set
(n>2) constructed by the system [Z, {kq};=u {λq}^J ([Z, {kq}^l9 {λq}^qJ
resp.).

Then in general E{n)φE{n), but Ca(E{n)) and Ca{E[n)) are zero simultane-
ously. Furthermore Aa(E(n)) and Aa(E'in)) are zero (positive finite, infinite
resp.) simultaneously.
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REMARK 3. It is a well known result that if F is a compact set of positive
α-capacity, then Λa(F)=oo9 provided that 0<a<n (cf. L. Carleson [2J). We
show that the converse is not always true.

Let a be a positive number such that 0<a<n. We choose Z = l, kq — 2
(q = l, 2, ...) and λq = (q2~nq)lla for q^>qo, where q0 is any positive integer such
that 2λq+ι<λq for q^>qo and 2QoλqQ<l. Let F be the one-dimensional gene-
ralized Cantor set (n = l) or the ^-dimensional symmetric generalized Cantor
set OJ>2) constructed by the system [7, {kq}^=u {λq}~=qJ. By Lemma 2 and
the theorem, we can easily see that Ca(F) = 0 but Aa(F)=°o.

§4. Lemmas

We shall introduce an auxiliary α-Hausdorff measure At. Let p be any
positive number. We put A^]%E)= inf {Σ>?} for an arbitrary set E in Rn,

where the infimum is taken over all coverings of E by at most a countable
number of closed convex sets with diameters rv<Ξp. Since A^]^{E) increases
as p decreases, the limit

A*(E) = limΛ^CE) ( ^ oo)

exists.
There exists a positive constant M2, depending only on the dimension n,

such that (l/M2)Aa(E)<,A*(E)<:M2Aa(E) for every set E in Rn.
We shall deal with sets in R2 in what follows.

LEMMA 3. Let a, /?, γ and δ be positive numbers such that α < l and /?<1.
1 = 1, kq = 2 (q = l, 2, • ••), λq = qΎ2~qla for q^qo and juq = q~82~qlβ for q^>qo,

where q0 is any positive integer such that 2^+i<>^ for q^qo and 2q°λqQ<.l.
Let Eι (E2 resp.) be the one-dimensional generalized Cantor set constructed by
the system [/, {kq};=u {λq};=qJ ([Z, {AJ-=1, {βq}q=qJ resp.). Then

Λ*+β(Eι x£ ί

2)^M3lim(2 ί/l^)(2^f), where M3 = VϊOmax^l, f^~)

PROOF. The case a<β. There exists a positive integer qλ Q>qo) such
that λq<βq for q^iqi. Let p be any positive number which satisfies p<λQl.
We can choose a positive integer q2 Qziqi) such that βq<p for q^q2. For
each q^>q2, there is a uniquely determined positive integer p=p(q) such that
λp+1<juq<,λp. We can see thatp<q.

Now we assume q>q2. Then E[p+1) xE^ OEλxE2) consists of 2p+q+1

mutually congruent closed rectangles, where E[q) (E{

2

q) resp.) is the ^th approxi-
mation of Eι (E2 resp.). Let rp+ι>q be the diameter of each rectangle. Then
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< V~2μt<2p,

By the definition of At,

Since 2qλ" increases with q and p<q, we have 2pλp<2gλ". Hence

x

Therefore we have

Λt+β{Eι x £2) - lim/ίL2

The case β<^a. Interchanging ̂  and /̂ 9 in the above proof for the case
a<β, we observe that there is q2 such that

( 2 ^ ) for q^q2,

where p—p{q) is determined so that βp+ι<λq<^juip and p<q. Obviously

. We shall prove \unq/p<2a/β. Suppose this is not true.

Then there exist sequences {q(m)}Z=ι and {p(m)}~=ι such that q(m)/p(τn)>
Sa/2β (^ = 1, 2, ...)• By /xp+1<λq, we see

2"«"<2 -β~ (p(m) + iyq(mγ<2^9{m) + 1)(j«Lq(m) + l) q(m)\

Hence

βq{m) /9R \βδ

( ^ q(m)βΎ for m^l.

For sufficiently large m, it is contradictory. Thus we have \\mq/p<2a/β.

Hence

) l

Therefore we have the required inequality in any case.

REMARK. This lemma is essentially due to F. Hausdorff [_2Γ\.

We shall prove the following lemma by a method similar to the proof of
the theorem.
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LEMMA 4. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 3,

Λa+β(E1xE2)^(l/M4)lπn(2«λa

q)(2«Ju
β

q\ where M4 = 2 4 max(l, (Mλ
\ \ (X

PROOF. If \im(2q λ^)(2q ββ) = ύ, then the conclusion is obvious. Hence

assume A = lim(2g/ί?)(2g/ιf)>0.

Let B be an arbitrary positive number which satisfies 0<B< A. Then
we can choose a positive integer qλ Q>q0) such that (2 ί^J)(2 ί/ίf)>5 for
?;>?i. Let {^}~=ίl be a sequence defined by ( 2 ί ^ α ) ( 2 χ ^ = J 8 . Then 0<
M'q<liq and 2 ^ ^ ; ? ! = ^ ^ for q^qi.

We show that UmNq(ω)λqβ'β exists for every α> e 2ί, where iVβ(fl>) is the
0->oo

number of closed rectangles of the form / ^ x I2

q) which meet ω. Here we
denote by I[q) (Iψ resp.) any one of the closed intervals in the ^th approxima-
tion of Eι (E2 resp.). By the construction of EλxE2, we see that Nq+I(ω)<,
22Nq(ω) for q ̂  q0. It follows that

for

Thus Nq(ω)λ^juq

β decreases as q increases. Now we define a set function Φ
on SI by

Take EχxE2 as F in Lemma 1. We shall show that our Φ satisfies the
conditions in Lemma 1. It is easy to see that Φ satisfies conditions (1), (2)
and (3) with b = B. Hence it is enough to show that Φ satisfies (4).

The case β<L&- There exists a positive integer q2 (>qi) such that
βq<λq+ι for q^>q2 Put do = βQ2. Let I be any 2-dimensional open cube with
the side d^d0. Then there exist uniquely determined positive integers p
and q such that λp+1<d<,λp and βq+1<d<,βq. Since λp+1<βq<λq+1 for
q 2> 2̂? we have q <p. The open cube / meets at most 22 rectangles of the
form I[p)xl2

q) and so meets at most 24 rectangles of the form I[p+1) xl2

q+1).
It follows from p>q that NP+1(I)<2A2p~q. Moreover 2p-qβξ+1<βq

3

+u since
2qββ decreases as q increases. Hence we have

Therefore Φ(I)<2'da+β.

The case a<β. There exists a positive integer q2 (2><7i) such that
λq<βq+ι for q^>q2 For any positive number d which satisfies 0<d<λq2,
there exist uniquely determined positive integers p=p(d) and q = q(d) such
that λp+ι<d<;λp and βq+ι<d<,βq. Since λq<βq+ι<λp, it follows that
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We can prove \\mq/p<2β/a as we did in the proof of Lemma 3. Accordingly
d-*0

we can choose a positive integer 93(^^2) such that q/p<2β/a for q^qz.
Put do~λqz. Let / be any 2-dimensional open cube with the side d (<*d0).

We can choose p and q as above for this d. The open cube / meets at most
22 rectangles of the form I[p) x Iψ and so meets at most 24 rectangles of the
form I[p+1) x I2

q+1). Hence Nq+1(I)^2q-p24 and

2q+ιλa

q+ι fq_±l\aΎ , f2β\ay

2p+^+1 \p+l) < \ )

Then we have

Therefore

a+βX d .
a J

Thus Φ satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3) and (4) in Lemma 1. It follows
/ / 9/? \aΎ

from Lemma 1 that Λa+β(EιxE2)~^>B/MA, where M4 = 24maxf 1, (^-)

Since B is an arbitrary number such that 0 < 5 < ^ , we have Λa+β(Eι xE2)^

By Lemmas 3 and 4, we obtain

COROLLARY. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 3, Λa+β(EιxE2)
is zero, positive finite or infinite if and only if lim(2'7^)(2'7/^) is zero, positive

finite or infinite, respectively.

§5. Examples

In this section we denote by z = (x, y) a point of R2. Let a and β be
positive numbers such that α ^ l and β<:i. Let Zbe a set in R2 and X be
a set in the Λ>axis. Denote by Zx the intersection of Z with the line parallel
to the y-axis passing through z = (x, 0). J. M. Marstrand [4] proved that if
M is a positive number such that Λβ(Zx) Ξ> M for all x e X, then there exists
a positive constant c such that

Λa+β(Z)^cMΛa(X) for all a>0.

From this relation we derive immediately

Λa+β(XxY)^cΛa(X)Λβ(Y).
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If a<l and /9<1, then we shall show by examples that there exist compact
sets Eι and E2 satisfying the following conditions:

1) Λa(E0=oo and Λα<£Ί) = O for all a!>a,
2) Aβ(E2) = 0 and Aβ-(E2) = °° for all /?'</?,
3) Aa+β(E1xE2) = 0 or 30 0<Λα+/3CEΊ xE2)<oo or 3") ^ α + / ,(£ 1 χ J E

l

2 )=oo.
Before constructing examples we observe that if
Γ) Ca(Eι)>Q and Cα<£Ί) = O for all ar>a

is true, then 1) is true. In fact, CXEi)>0 implies Λa(E1)=oo and Λα'(JEΊ) = O is
true for all α ' > α if Cα-(.Ei) = 0 for all a!>a (cf. [2]).

We shall construct examples which satisfy Γ), 2) and 3) or 30 or 3").

EXAMPLES. Let 0<α, β<\. Put Z = l, £, = 2, Aβ = ( ?

22" f f)1 / α and juq

S) =
(q-J2-q)llβ (; = 1, 2, 3) for ? = 1, 2, .... Note that 2μ%<βq

j) is always true.
Choose a positive integer q0 such that 2λ f f +i<λ ί for q^>qo and 2 ί o Λ ί o <l. Let
£Ί (E2

J) resp.) be the one-dimensional generalized Cantor set constructed by
the system [Z, {kq};=u {λq}7=qJ(£l, {kq}-=1] Wq

j)};=qJ resp.).
First we show that 10 and 2) are satisfied. By Lemma 2, we see that

Ca(Eι)>0 and Ca'(Eι) = 0 for all a!>ct. Using the theorem for each j we in-
fer that Aβ(Eι

2

J)) = 0 and AβiE2

U))= oo for all z?^/?. Finally it follows from
the corollary of Lemma 4 that Λavβ(EιxE{

2

3)) is infinite, positive finite, zero
according as y = l, 2, 3 respectively.

REMARK. Let α, β be positive numbers such that 0<a<n, 0<β<n.
M. Ohtsuka raised the following question in [ΊJ: Let £Ί and ^2 be compact
sets in iΓ. Suppose that Cα(£Ί)>0 and Cβ'(E2)>0 for all /9x</9. Then is
Ca+β(Eι ><E2) always positive? Now it is easy to see that our Eλ and Eψ (or
E2

3)) answer this question in the negative in the 2-dimensional case.
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